Award Winners at the 2019 SAEA Meeting in Birmingham, Alabama

Emerging Scholars Ruiqing Miao, Auburn University Alba Collart, Mississippi State University Brandon McFadden, University of Delaware

Lifetime Achievement Awards Stephen Devadoss, Texas Tech University Mike Reed, University of Kentucky John VanSickle, University of Florida

Academic Quiz Bowl winners – 1st - Colts - Brenna Cannon – (Arkansas State University) Zoe Gabrielson (University of Kentucky) Hallie McCurdy (University of Tennessee-Martin) Kayla Olson (University of Wisconsin-River Falls)
2nd - Giants - Dylan Chavis (Clemson University) Lauren Hutchinson (University of Tennessee-Martin) Mason Pitts (University of Florida)
3rd - Lions - Liza Wilson (Clemson University) Colt Hardee (Louisiana State University) Amanda Higgins (Oklahoma State University)


Extension Award Individual Tim Woods, University of Kentucky. “MarketReady”


Outstanding Thesis Ben Martin, University of Kentucky, ”Two Essays on Whole Farm Modeling and Crop Marketing in Western Kentucky.


Poster Awards 1st - Krishna Paudel, Huizhen Niu, Doleswar Bhandari and Qiuzhuo Ma. “A GIS Based Approach to Allocating Poultry Litter for Electricity Production and Resulting Economic Impact.”